
COT5405: ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMSHomework # 2Due date: Feb 14, 2005, Tuesday (beginning of the lass)Your solutions should be onise, but omplete, and typed or handwritten learly. Feel free toonsult textbooks, journal and onferene papers and also eah other, but write the solutionsyourself and ite your soures. Answer only �ve of the following six questions. Eah problemis worth 20 pts.1. Given a sequene of n numbers X =<x1; x2; : : : ; xn > a monotonially inreasing subse-quene is any sequene X0 = <xa1; xa2; : : : ; xak > suh that 1� a1 < a2 < ::: < ak � n andxa1 � xa2 � ::: � xak. The goal is to �nd the length of the longest monotonially inreasingsubsequene. For example let X = <1, 4, 3, 5, 17, 10, 15, 12, 20>, then X0 = <1, 3, 5, 10,15, 20 > is one of the possible longest monotonially inreasing subsequenes. The length ofthis sequene is 6. Note that all the ai's denote the indies in the sequene X.Give an O(n2) time dynami programming algorithm to �nd the longest monotonially in-reasing subsequene of a sequene of n numbers.2. An employee working for a ompany is given n tasks, labeled 1 through n. Eah task irequires hi days to omplete, and task i has a deadline di in that the task must be �nishedby the end of day di to reeive any redit. Answer eah of the following parts of the question:(a) Suppose all tasks require the same number of days to omplete. Desribe an algorithmthat maximizes the total number of ompleted tasks within their respetive deadlines.(b) Suppose all tasks have the same deadline d. Desribe an algorithm that maximizes thetotal number of ompleted tasks before the deadline.() Prove that the greedy strategy of Part (a) produes an optimal solution.3. Given an array T[1::n℄ ontaining n arbitrary integer values in a random order. Supposethe (bottom-up) BuildHeap algorithm (disussed in lass) is used to onvert T into a binarymax-heap.(a) Suppose n � 3. Give a pseudoode desription of an algorithm that extrats the largest,the seond, and the third largest values of the array T. Inlude the MaxHeapify as oneof the steps of your ode.(b) Consider the ase n = 3, and the array T[1::3℄ ontains the value 1,2, and 3, in a randomorder. (There are 3! = 6 possible ases.) After BuildHeap is applied, determine howmany ases out of 6 you �nd the value 2 (the 2nd largest) is loated as T[2℄. Explainyour answer.() In general, suppose n � 3 and the original array T[1::n℄ ontains the values 1,2,..n in arandom order. What is the probability that after BuildHeap, T[2℄ = the seond largestvalue of the array? Explain your answer.



4. Pearls have been prized for their beauty and rarity for more than four thousand years. Naturalpearls are olleted in the oastal regions of Asia, Afria and Ameria. Sine pearl olletionis dangerous, researhers are asked to build a robot that an do this task. A task for therobot onsists of n potential pearl sites all loated along a single oastal line. Robot startsat site 1, but an �nish at any site. To make things easier we assume that all the sites are ona straight line, one after the other. The time taken to travel from site i to site i+ 1 is ti;i+1hours, 1 � i � n - 1. Assume that robot's battery lasts for m hours. Also, the expetednumber of pearls per hour is pi at site i, 1 � i � n. All numbers are nonnegative integers.(a) Design an eÆient algorithm to �nd how muh time should be spent at eah site tomaximize the number of pearls found. Give the pseudo-ode and run time omplexity.It was notied that eah hour of pearl olletion dereases the expeted number of pearlsto be found in the next one hour, by a onstant amount. This amount varies from siteto site and is given as di, for site i, 1 � i � n.(b) Change your algorithm so that it uses the above information to maximize the totalpearls found. Give the pseudo-ode and run time omplexity.5. A sequene of heavy vehiles are to ross a bridge. It has been found that the bridge anhold not more than W units of weight. Eah vehile has a onstant speed si and weightwi, 1 � i � n. It is not possible to hange the order of the vehiles in the given inputsequene. The vehiles an travel in groups (without breaking the sequene) and the speedof the group is the speed of the slowest vehile in the group. All numbers are nonnegativeintegers.Design an eÆient algorithm to divide the sequene of vehiles into groups, so that the timetaken for all the vehiles to travel to other side of the bridge is minimized.6. Suppose instead of powers of two, we represent integers as the sum of Fibonai numbers.In other words, instead of an array of bits, we keep an array of \�ts", where the ith leastsigni�ant �t indiates whether the sum inludes the ith Fibonai number Fi. For example,the �t string 101110 represents the number F6 + F4 + F3 + F2 = 8+ 3+ 2+ 1 = 14. Desribealgorithms to inrement and derement a �t string in onstant amortized time. [Note: Mostnumbers an be represented by more than one �t string.℄


